05-04-2009

Nancy,

I am sure you will believe that I have been coerced into this decision but I assure you, that is riot the
case. J do acknowledge that some of your actions have been hefpful relative to my personal finance and
legal matters. I appreciate the work you have done ln my home taking care of me personally and things
around the house.
When you left Nancy I found blank Power of Attorney forms printed out by my computer. For

the good that you have done for me in the past, I have to say that I am not comfortable with you in my
home, now or in the future. I do not trust that your actions are always representative of my true wishes
and I believe I have been manipulated, taken advantage of, and stolen from.
I am also concerned that my signature is often obtained on documents that I do not fully

understand, and /or sign documents that I am not aware are included in a stack of papers you may have
_me sign.

I am not totally convinced that my signature on documents has always been original.

· In an attempt to assist you get on your feet, I want to make you an offer. This offer is contingent

upon you staying in Tulsa. You are not welcome in my home Nancy. I will provide for you a stipend of
$1200 a month for six months. This should be enough to maintain your household budget while you find
employment in Tulsa. It could also provide assistance as you try to start your business with the yard art
idea you have. If you move to Albuquerque, this stipend with cease immediately.
Nancy, my decision will not change. I do not want you living with me. Please do not make it
uncomfortable for either of us by making personal pleas or coming to my house to confront me

personally. I will not change my mind. I am putting legal paperwork in place to prevent you from
entering my home temporarily_or ~ermanently. I have advised all my hired professionals and ~.ccount.
representatives to consider any communication from you to be unauthorized by me. I have notified
these people as well that If they choose to continue communications with you, I will not pay for any time

spent with you.
Please accept this stipend offer as an exercise in good will and understand that it will stop if you
choose to not abide by my stated wishes.
Love, Dad
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